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I. Mechanism type classifications
We used the focal mechanism catalogue of F-net by the National Research Institute for
Earth Science and Disaster Prevention1 to classify faulting types. The catalogue is based on
centroid moment tensor determination from broadband seismograms by the method of Dreger
and Helmberger2. We used the solutions for events with variance reduction of 80% or larger
and used three stations to ensure the quality of the mechanisms for the period from January
1998 to May 2015. The faulting types are classified to reverse, normal, strike-slip, and other
(or oblique) types based on the method of Frohlich3 in which plunge angle of P, T and B axis
are evaluated.
In Fig. S1 we show the temporal change of the fraction of the four faulting types within the
10m coseismic slip contour of the finite slip model of Yagi and Fukahata4 which is the same
region that Tormann et al5

investigated for temporal change of b-values in their Figure 3a

(see Fig. 1f). Earthquakes within 30 km from the plate boundary6, 7 were used. The fraction
estimate was performed for every 30 earthquakes that do not encompass the time of the
Tohoku-oki earthquake. The result shows a switch of dominant faulting types from thrusting
to normal or other (oblique) type at the time of the Tohoku-oki earthquake8,9. Aftershocks
primarily occurred in different volumes in both the footwall and hanging wall of the rupture10
and reverse-faulting events make up only 23 % of the catalogued 2011-2014 focal
mechanisms. Changes in the fractions of focal mechanism types during the years following
the earthquake are more modest. The mechanisms and locations of the near-field aftershocks
do not yet indicate a return to thrust-loading stress conditions on the rupture zone (Fig. 1a-d).
II. Estimation of b-values
We use all available earthquakes described above in northeastern Japan (Fig. S2) to plot the
frequency distribution of earthquake size based on F-net seismic moment for each faulting
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type (Fig. S3). We calculated the b-value using a maximum likelihood technique11,12 and the
obtained values are shown in Table S1. We adopted the magnitude of completeness Mc of the
catalogue (Mw 4.0)13 for the estimation but use of a higher completeness magnitude (Mw
4.5) and other area and time span of the analysis also show similar results (Table S1). We also
consider focal mechanism catalogs obtained with lower and higher variance-reduction
thresholds of 70% and 85%, which also lead to similar results (Table S1 and Fig. S4).
Independent of our selection criteria, the frequency distribution of earthquake size show clear
dependence on faulting type. Normal faulting and other type earthquakes that are dominant
after the Tohoku-oki earthquake in the coseismic slip area have larger b-values and reverse
faulting earthquakes have a smaller b-value, consistent with the b-value dependency on
mechanism type for other catalogues14. Note that the division of the catalogue by focal
mechanism type for estimating b-values also means selecting different volumes of analysis
because each faulting type dominantly occurs in distinct locations (e.g., normal faulting
earthquakes within the subducting slab in the outer rise region and in the hanging wall of the
high-slip zone).
In Figure 1e of the main text, the temporal change of b-value expected from the mechanism
fraction of reverse, normal, strike-slip, and other type earthquakes was calculated as follows
4

𝑏𝑏 = ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=1

, where 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 and 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 are the fraction of the i-th mechanism type within the 10 m slip area and

b-value of i-th mechanism type in northeastern Japan, respectively. The time series (Fig. 1e)
shows similar coseismic and postseismic temporal changes as the b-values shown in Fig. 3a
of Tormann et al5 ( Fig. 1f), but the amplitude of observed b-value changes are larger than
those inferred from the mechanism-type changes alone. The temporal change of the fraction
of mechanism type appears to contribute to the coseismic increase and postseismic decay of
the inferred b-value, although the full explanation of such temporal changes remains for
further study.
III. Finite element model of stress evolution
We use the same three-dimensional (3D) viscoelastic finite element model (FEM) as

presented in Hu et al.15 to study the stress evolution of the fault in response to four primary
subduction zone processes; (1) the coseismic rupture, (2) the relocking of the fault, (3)
viscoelastic relaxation of the upper mantle, and (4) afterslip following the 2011 earthquake.
The FEM includes a 40-km-thick elastic continental lithosphere, an 80-km-thick elastic
2
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oceanic lithosphere including the subduction slab, and a viscoelastic continental and oceanic
upper mantle. Model boundaries are hundreds of kilometers from the rupture area to
eliminate artifacts of boundary effects. Shear moduli of the elastic lithosphere and
viscoelastic upper mantle are 48 GPa and 64 GPa, respectively. Poisson’s ratio is assumed to
be 0.25 in the entire model domain. The bi-viscous Burgers rheology is assumed to represent
the viscoelastic upper mantle to capture the observed rapid early relaxation16. Steady-state
Maxwell viscosities ηM of the continental and oceanic upper mantle are 3 × 1019 Pa s and 1020
Pa s, respectively. Afterslip of the fault is modeled through a 2-km-thick weak shear zone at
the subduction interface. ηM of the shear zone at depths ≤50 km is 1017 Pa s. At greater depths
(50 – 100 km), ηM = 5 × 1017 Pa s. The transient Kelvin viscosity ηK is assumed to be one
order of magnitude lower than that of ηM in all viscoelastic units.
The earthquake is modeled as an instantaneous forward slip of the fault using the split-node
method17. The average coseismic stress drop in the high-slip zone is about ~10 MPa,
consistent with previous estimates18,19 Relocking of the fault is modeled as slow backward
slip of the fault at the subduction rate20. The locked region of the fault is enclosed by the
10-meter coseismic slip contour lines21 (white solid lines in Fig. S5). We applied a uniform
subduction rate of 8 cm/yr22 over the locked region. We also tested 6 cm/yr and 10 cm/yr to
study the model sensitivies (grey shaded region in Fig. 1g). Because we focus on the general
pattern of the stress evolution, we do not further explore additional heterogeneities of the
locked region and subduction rates.
Despite the simplicity of the interseismic model, the model FEM of relocking produces a
good fit to the observed interseismic surface velocities (Fig. S5). The model parameters
governing afterslip and viscoelastic relaxation provided above are constrained by GPS,
seafloor geodetic data and repeating micro-earthquake recurrence intervals15. In our
calculations of postseismic and interseismic stress changes we average shear stress over a 60
km by 60 km region within the high-slip zone of the Tohoku earthquake (thick black
rectangle in Fig. S5).
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Table S1. b values for each faulting type for northeastern Japan (Fig. S2). A total of 7674
events are considered with a minimum magnitude for the analysis of Mw 4.0 and a variance
reduction threshold of ≥ 80 %. The uncertainties shown in parentheses are estimated by the
method of Shi and Bolt23. Additional columns are the b-values calculated for a completeness
magnitude of Mw 4.5, for the area outside of the 10 m coseismic slip contour, for the period
before the Tohoku-oki earthquake, for the period after the Tohoku-oki earthquake, for the
dataset with variance reduction (VR) of ≥85% (5455 events), and for the dataset with
variance reduction of ≥70% (11066 events).
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Fig. S1 Fraction of catalogue events of each faulting type as a function of time. (a)
Normal-faulting type, (b) reverse-faulting type, (c) strike-slip faulting type, and (d) other
faulting type. The window size is 30 earthquakes, overlapping by 15 earthquakes. Vertical
line denotes the time of the Tohoku-oki earthquake. Blue and red symbols before the
Tohoku-oki earthquake show the periods T1 and T2 defined by Tormann et al5, respectively.
Blue and red symbols after the Tohoku-oki earthquake show the periods T3 and T4 defined
by Tormann et al5, respectively.
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Fig. S2 Distribution of earthquakes used for the b-value estimation. Colors show the depth of
earthquakes. Thick black contours show 10m and 20m coseismic slip of the Tohoku-oki
earthquake4. Thin black countours are depth to slab24.
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Fig. S3 Frequency distribution of earthquake size for each mechanism type based on F-net
seismic moment. The cumulative numbers were calculated for earthquakes shown in Fig. S2.
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Fig. S4 (a-d) Fraction of catalogue events of each faulting type as a function of time for
different variance reduction (VR) thresholds used in the event selection. See Table S1 for the
mechanism-dependent b values determined for the corresponding event populations in
northeastern Japan. Blue line and triangles show the result for VR ≧ 70%. Red line and
circles show the result for VR ≧ 80% (same as Fig. S1). Green line and squares show the
result for VR ≧ 85%. (e) Time series of b-value within the 10 m slip contour expected from
change in distribution of focal mechanisms (a-d) and b values determined for each
mechanism type (Table S1). Blue, red and green colors show the expected b values when VR
≧ 70%, 80% and 85% are used.
8
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Fig. S5. Interseismic velocities in northeast Japan. Brown lines represent coseismic rupture
contours of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake at 5-m intervals21. Red arrows represent observed
interseismic velocities at GEONET stations15. White arrows represent surface velocities
predicted by relocking models of locked regions outlined by 10-m (white solid lines) slip
contour lines. The subduction rate is assumed to be fixed at 8 cm/yr22.
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